We propose a new approach to abduction, i.e., nondeductive inference to find a hypothesis H for an observation O such that H, KB ⊢ O where KB is background knowledge. We reformulate it linear algebraically in vector spaces to abduce relations, not logical formulas, to realize approximate but scalable abduction that can deal with web-scale knowledge bases. More specifically we consider the problem of abducing relations for Datalog programs with binary predicates. We treat two cases, the non-recursive case and the recursive case. In the non-recursive case, given r 1 (X,Y ) and r 3 (X, Z), we abduce r 2 (Y, Z) so that r 3 (X, Z) ⇔ ∃Y r 1 (X,Y )∧ r 2 (Y, Z) approximately holds, by computing a matrix R 2 that approximately satisfies a matrix equation R 3 = min 1 (R 1 R 2 ) containing a nonlinear function min 1 (x). Here R 1 , R 2 and R 3 encode as adjacency matrix r 1 (X,Y ), r 2 (Y, Z) and r 3 (Y, Z) respectively. We apply this matrix-based abduction to rule discovery and relation discovery in a knowledge graph. The recursive case is mathematically more involved and computationally more difficult but solvable by deriving a recursive matrix equation and solving it. We illustrate concrete recursive cases including a transitive closure relation.
Introduction
Traditionally logical inference in AI has been conducted symbolically and low-level data processing such as image recognition is carried out non-symbolically using real numbers and vectors. However recent emergence of big knowledge graphs [Nickel et al., 2016] such as Freebase [Bollacker et al., 2008] and Knowledge Vault [Dong et al., 2014] , where a proposition r(i, j) saying that a subject i and an object j stands in the relation r is represented as a triple (i, r, j) , has spurred the development of scalable linear algebraic technology for relational inference that is applicable to logical inference as well. For example, given a domain of size n, we enumerate entities in the domain and represent the i-th entity (1 ≤ i ≤ n) by n × 1 one-hot vector v i = (0, · · · , 1, 0 · · · ) T such that only the i-th entry is one. Also the relation r is encoded as an adjacency matrix R such that R i j = 1 if r(i, j) is true and R i j = 0 otherwise. The truth value (1 if true, else 0) of r(i, j) is computed by multiplying v i , v j and R like v T i Rv j ∈ {1, 0}. We note that starting from this simple setting, a full-fledged formulation of first order logic is developed in tensor spaces where predicates and quantifications are represented by tensors [Sato, 2017b] . Also by applying such an algebraic formulation to deductive inference, i.e., Datalog evaluation, it is possible to achieve, for example, 10 1 times to 10 4 times faster computation than symbolic approaches for some class of Datalog programs [Sato, 2017a] . Recently it is reported that the wellknown logic programming semantics such as the least model semantics and the stable model semantics are rigorously formalized in tensor spaces [Sakama et al., 2017] . These results clearly demonstrate the potential of "doing logic in continuous spaces" and suggest further exploration of the linear algebraic approach in logical inference beyond deductive one.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to abduction, i.e., non-deductive inference to find a hypothesis H for an observation O such that H, KB ⊢ O where KB is background knowledge. We reformulate it linear algebraically in vector spaces as "linear algebraic abduction" to abduce relations, not logical formulas, to realize approximate but scalable abduction that can deal with web-scale knowledge bases. More specifically we consider the problem of abducing relations for Datalog programs with binary predicates. We treat two cases, the non-recursive case and the recursive case. In the non-recursive case, given r 1 (X,Y ) and r 3 (X, Z) 1 , we abduce r 2 (Y, Z) so that r 3 (X, Z) ⇔ ∃Y r 1 (X,Y ) ∧ r 2 (Y, Z) approximately holds, by computing R 2 that approximately satisfies a matrix equation R 3 = min 1 (R 1 R 2 ) containing a nonlinear function min 1 (x). Here R 1 , R 2 and R 3 encode as adjacency matrix r 1 (X,Y ), r 2 (Y, Z) and r 3 (Y, Z) respectively. We apply this matrix-based abduction to rule discovery and relation discovery in a knowledge graph. The recursive case is mathematically more involved and computationally more difficult but solvable by deriving a recursive matrix equation and solving it. We illustrate concrete recursive cases including a transitive closure relation. Our contribution thus includes a proposal of innovative linear algebraic approach to abduction and the establishment of its technical basis.
Preliminaries

Abduction in Datalog
We first briefly explain abduction in Datalog [Kakas et al., 1992; Eiter et al., 1997; Gottlob et al., 2010] . A Datalog program KB = F ∪ R is a finite set of clauses without function symbols where F is a set of ground atoms called facts and R a set of rules, i.e., definite clauses. The least Herbrand model M KB is the set of ground atoms provable from KB. We assume KB has only binary predicates and each clause in R is of the form r 0 (X 0 , X n ) ⇐ r 1 (X 0 , X 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ r n (X n−1 , X n ). We also assume for simplicity that recursive programs have only one recursive goal in their clause body.
Logically, deduction in Datalog can be done by SLD deduction.
Think of three predicates, nationality(X, Z) (X's nationality is Z), live in(X,Y ) (X lives in Y ) and located in(Y, Z) (Y is located in Z) together with a program KB 0 = F 0 ∪ R 0 where F 0 = {live in(spielberg,california), located in(california,usa)} and
Datalog proves nationality(spielberg,usa) as a top-level query from KB 0 using SLD deduction. Now consider abduction. Unlike deduction, abduction is invoked when a set F ′ of facts is not enough to deduce observations. Suppose we have a set of special atoms called abducibles as possible hypothesis. When we have found that F ′ , R ̸ ⊢ o for an observed ground atom o, we hypothesize, or abduce, a set {a 1 , . . . , a m } of abducibles and add them to
Suppose for example we have F ′ 0 = {live in(spielberg,california)} and observe o = nationality(spielberg,usa). We note that
So we attempt to retain the conclusion by abducing a hypothesis a = located in(california,usa) so that we have {a} ∪ F ′ 0 , R 0 ⊢ o. In Datalog, abduction can be realized by extending SLD deduction to return selected abducibles with which a top-level goal is proved. In our approach however, we abduce not some selected abducibles but the extension of an abducible predicate that represents a hypothesized/missing relation.
Matrix Compilation for Deductive Inference
Here we recap how a program KB is compiled to a set of matrix equations that compute the least model M KB [Sato, 2017a] . Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the domain of size n consists of integers i (1 ≤ i ≤ n). For concreteness, suppose KB contains ground atoms about live in/2 and located in/2 and one clause nationality(
In compilation, first ground atoms are compiled to matrices; ground atoms about live in/2 and located in/2 are respectively compiled to n × n adjacency matrices
is compiled, in which a conjunction in the clause body is compiled to a matrix product. Thus the clause body live in(
where v X designates an indefinite one-hot vector corresponding to the variable X. Here min 1 (x) denotes a nonlinear thresholding function defined by min 1 (x) = 1 if x ≥ 1, and min 1 (x) = x otherwise. min 1 (A) for matrix A means a componentwise application of min 1 .
The clause head nationality(X, Z) is compiled to v T X N a v Z where N a is the adjacency matrix representing nationality/2. Finally, recalling that nationality(X, Z) ⇔ ∃Y live in(X,Y ) ∧ located in(Y, Z) holds in M KB for any X and Z, and hence so 
(1) This equation should hold for any N a , L i and L o encoding nationality/2, live in/2 and located in/2 in M KB . We can use it for bottom-up computation of M KB in such a way that we evaluate the clause body first, obtaining L i and L o , then compute N a for the head predicate using (1).
Recursive Programs
Now consider recursive programs. For illustration, we take up the following program (2) which computes the transitive closure r 2 (X, Z) of a base relation r 1 (X,Y ). We can compile this program to a matrix equation with recursion using the method of [Sato, 2017a] as follows.
The compilation procedure compiles each clause body, then combining the output by sum and min 1 , produces the following nonlinear recursive equation:
where R 1 and R 2 are n × n adjacency matrices respectively encoding r 1 (X, Z) and r 2 (X, Z) in the least model. Although the matrix equation (3) holds true in the least model and solving (3) for R 2 assuming R 1 gives the transitive closure r 2 (X,Y ) as an adjacency matrix, the nonlinearity of min 1 blocks the application of linear algebraic operations to solve it. We circumvent this difficulty by linearizing (3) tõ
where ε is a small positive number such that (I − εR 1 ) −1 exists, for example ε = 1 1+∥R 1 ∥ ∞ 2 . This equation (4) is easy to solve and givesR 2 = (I − εR 1 ) −1 εR 1 . It is proved that the thresholded matrix (R 2 ) >0 coincides with the (least) solution of equation (3), also denoted by R 2 [Sato, 2017a] .
Here (R 2 ) >0 is a matrix obtained by thresholding each entry ofR 2 at 0, i.e., replacing the entry (R 2 ) i j by 1 if (R 2 ) i j > 0, else by 0. This way of computing transitive closure has time complexity O(n 3 ) 3 and empirically outperforms conventional symbolic approaches to Datalog evaluation when R 1 is nonsparse [Sato, 2017a] . Matrix compilation which produces matrix equations like (1) and (3) can be extended to general Datalog programs but we omit it. In what follows, we explain our new approach to abduction in detail. We first deal with the non-recursive case.
3 Non-recursive Abduction
Abducing Adjacency Matrices
Our abduction approximately abduces relations as adjacency matrices by solving matrix equations. Suppose we have two relations nationality(X, Z) and live in(X,Y ) as n × n adjacency matrices N a and L i respectively together with a non-recursive clause nationality(X, Z) ⇐ live in(X,Y ) ∧ located in(Y, Z), and seek to abduce located in(Y, Z) such that nationality(X, Z) ⇔ ∃Y live in(X,Y ) ∧ located in(Y, Z) as a missing relation. This abduction problem is equivalent to abducing an adjacency matrix L o for located in(Y, Z) that satisfies a matrix equation
would be exactly solvable for L o by reformulating it to a SAT problem at the cost of seeking the truth value of n 2 Boolean variables that encode L o . However as we are thinking of applications to knowledge graphs where n easily goes up to 10 4 or higher, solving a SAT problem of having 10 8 Boolean variables seems not feasible as of now. Hence we approximately solve the problem in a vector space and obtain
We first simply solve N a = L i X for X and put L o = X >θ for some appropriate θ where X >θ denotes thresholding at θ of each entry x in X such that x is replaced by 1 if x > θ , else by 0. The difference between N a and min 1 (L i X >θ ) will be minimized by adjusting θ . Formally we state Problem definition:(relation abduction in vector spaces) Given adjacency matrices R 1 and R 3 , our abduction problem is to find R 2 such that R 3 ≈ min 1 (R 1 R 2 ).
We solve this problem by computing a matrix X that minimizes J:
where λ > 0, ∥ · ∥ F denotes Frobenius norm and λ ∥X∥ 2 F is a penalty term controlling the Frobenius norm of X.
Theorem: The minimizer of J is given by
where I is an identity matrix. Sketch of proof: The partial derivatives of the objective function J w.r.t. X i j s set to zero give a matrix equation
it has an inverse thereby yielding (7).
The error is computed as δ = R 3 −R 1 X = PR 3 where P approaches the orthogonal projection onto the orthogonal complement of range(R 1 ) when λ → 0. Accordingly if R 3 is factored into R 3 = R 1 Y for some matrix Y, δ = PR 3 = PR 1 Y = 0 (all 0 matrix) when λ → 0, and hence we have R 3 = R 1 X (but unfortunately, X is not yet an adjacency matrix, so we need thresholding to obtain R 2 ).
After computing X by (7), we abduce R 2 as R 2 = X >θ while adjusting the threshold θ so that R 3 is best approximated by min 1 (R 1 R 2 ). We evaluate the proximity of min 1 (R 1 R 2 ) to R 3 in terms of their F-measure 4 where we 4 The F-measure for two sets A and B is defined as F(A, B) = consider an adjacency matrix R as a set {(i, j) | R i j = 1}. The time complexity of this abduction, computing R 2 and min 1 (R 1 R 2 ) from R 3 and R 1 , is O(n 3 ). We next test our linear algebraic approach using artificial data and real data 5 .
Experiment with Random Graphs
Here we conduct an experiment for non-recursive abduction with artificial data. We use adjacency matrices expressing directed random graphs D(n,p e ) with n vertices such that an edge occurs independently with probability p e . In the experiment, we set n = 10 4 , create two n × n random adjacency matrices R 1 and R 2 encoding two D(n,p e )s and construct R 3 = min 1 (R 1 R 2 ). Note that R 3 is not a pure random matrix representing some D(n,p e ) but one with internal structure in the form of matrix production. The purpose of this experiment is to identify this internal structure by abduction; we compute X by (7) and put R 2 abd = X >θ , and examine to what extent R 3 = min 1 (R 1 R 2 abd ) holds. Or logically speaking, given r 3 (X, Z) and r 1 (X,Y ), we examine whether r 3 (X, Z) can be written as an existential conjunction
θ is adjusted as follows; we equally divide the space between the largest and smallest values of X into 50 discrete steps, test each step as a thresholding value and choose one achieving the best F-measure for R 3 and min 1 (R 1 R 2 abd ).
We evaluate the quality of abduction in two ways: one by the absolute error ∆ error , i.e., the number of different entries between R 3 and min 1 (R 1 R 2 abd ) 6 and the other their F-measure. We repeat this process for λ = 1 and p e ∈ {10 −2 , 10 −3 , 10 −4 , 10 −5 }. The results are summarized in Table 1 where |R 3 | denotes the number of 1s in R 3 etc and "time" means execution time. We can make several observations. First of all, recall that random matrices R 1 and R 2 encoding D(n,p e ) where n = 10 4 have an entry 1 with probability p e . It follows by calculation that an entry in min 1 (R 1 R 2 ) is 1 with probability 1 − (1 − p 2 e ) n and R 3 is expected to have n 2 (1 − (1 − p 2 e ) n ) 1s on average. The column |R 3 | of Table 1  supports this estimation well. Second, F-measure is high for all values of p e , which means if the observed relation r 3 (X, Z) is describable as ∃Y r 1 (X,Y ) ∧ r 2 (Y, Z), we may have a good chance of reconstructing it if r 1 (X, Z) is given. Also note that the absolute error ∆ error is small or even zero for sparse matrices where p e ≤ 10 −3 . Besides, |R 2 abd | < |R 2 | holds for all p e s and the difference widens as R 3 becomes sparse. In other words, R 3 , if sparse, is approximated well using R 2 abd which is smaller than the original R 2 . This is particularly important when applying to knowledge graphs as real relations tend to be very sparse.
Third, computation is done in reasonable time despite the fact that we are dealing with 10 4 × 10 4 sized matrices. This 5 All experiments in this paper are carried out by GNU Octave 4.0.0 on a PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770@3.40GHz CPU, 28GB memory.
6 ∆ error is the number of unequal entries of R 3 and min 1 (R 1 R 2 abd ). may be due to multi-threaded matrix operations on a multicore processor. Also notably, computation time remains almost constant irrespective of p e . We therefore may say that our linear algebraic abduction is applicable to considerably large relations.
Rule Discovery and Relation Discovery for Knowledge Graph
Now we deal with real data. We use FB15k, a standard knowledge graph comprised of triples (subject, relation, object) in RDF format for 1,345 binary relations and 14,951 entities [Bordes et al., 2013] . Let R 1 , R 2 and R 3 be matrices encoding relations r 1 (X,Y ), r 2 (Y, Z) and r 3 (X, Z) in FB15k respectively. For later use, we define F-measure of r 3 (X, Z) ⇐ r 1 (X,Y ) ∧ r 2 (Y, Z) as the F-measure for min 1 (R 1 R 2 ) and R 3 . We tackle two problems at once. One is rule discovery that finds a rule of the form r 3 (X, Z) ⇐ r 1 (X,Y ) ∧ r 2 (Y, Z) with a high F-measure. The other is relation discovery that seeks for an unknown relation r unknown (Y, Z), not existent in the original database but connecting known relations r 3 (X, Z) and r 1 (X,Y ) by a rule
A naive approach to the first problem, rule discovery, would be to enumerate all possible triples (r 1 (X,Y ), r 2 (Y, Z), r 3 (X, Z)) of relations in FB15k and check if r 3 (X, Z) ⇐ r 1 (X,Y ) ∧ r 2 (Y, Z) holds well. However since FB15k contains 1,345 relations, it is unrealistic to test their 1, 345 3 ≈ 2.4 × 10 9 combinations. We therefore focus on relations on a specific domain such as person and film. Furthermore we choose specifically top-ten largest relations (in the number of triplets) in the domain and search for (r 1 (X,Y ), r 2 (Y, Z), r 3 (X, Z)) where r 1 (X,Y ) and r 3 (X, Z) are two of the top-ten relations but r 2 (Y, Z) comes from the entire FB15k relations, hoping that we may be able to find interesting rules that reveal unknown connections among existing relations in the domain.
For the second problem, relation discovery, we simply abduce r 2 abd (Y, Z) as an unknown relation so that a rule r 3 (X, Z) ⇐ r 1 (X,Y ) ∧ r 2 abd (Y, Z) achieves a high F-measure. Fortunately by first abducing r 2 abd (Y, Z) and reusing it for rule discovery, we can find rules and new relations simultaneously over the specified domain.
More concretely, we do the following for all pairs of matrices (R 3 , R 1 ), each 14, 951 × 14, 951 matrix, for the top-ten relations in the domain 7 . First abduce R 2 abd such that R 3 ≈ min 1 (R 1 R 2 abd ). If F-measure of R 3 and min 1 (R 1 R 2 abd ) is less than 0.5, do nothing. Otherwise, search for R 2 sim from the entire 1,345 relations in FB15k which is most similar to R 2 abd in terms of cosine similarity 8 . Return r 2 abd (Y, Z), the binary relation represented by R 2 abd , as an abduced relation and r 3 (X, Z) ⇐ r 1 (X,Y ) ∧ r 2 sim (Y, Z) as a discovered rule for the pair (R 3 , R 1 ). Since additional work to take cosine similarity is O(n 2 ) for n × n matrices, the time complexity to compute
We list two of the rules and new relations we discovered 9 . Given nationality(X, Z) and live in(X,Y ) in a domain concerning people in FB15k, we discovered The abduced relation genre lang(Y, Z) teaches us how genre(X,Y ) is possibly 7 The triples comprising a relation in FB15k are divided into training, validation and test sets [Bordes et al., 2013] . We use training sets for rule and relation discovery. 8 The cosine similarity of matrices A and B is defined as
9 We assign familiar names to relations in FB15k for intuitiveness.
connected to language(X, Z). Actually, while the F-measure of a rule language(X,Y ) ⇐ genre(X,Y ) that predicts language(X,Y ) from genre(X,Y ) alone is zero, the F-measure of the above rule is 0.655, a reasonably high value, which exemplifies the effectiveness of combining abduced relations and existing relations to predict target relations.
Recursive Abduction for Transitive Closure
So far we have only been dealing with the non-recursive case where we abduce r 2 (Y, Z) for a non-recursive clause r 3 (X, Z) ⇐ r 1 (X,Y ) ∧ r 2 (Y, Z). However, our approach is applicable to the recursive case as well. Look at the equation R 2 = min 1 (R 1 + R 1 R 2 ) (3) for transitive closure compiled from a recursive Datalog program (2) that computes the transitive closure r 2 (X,Y ) of a base relation r 1 (X,Y ), where matrices R 1 and R 2 encodes respectively r 2 (X,Y ) and r 1 (X,Y ). Then our abduction problem is stated as follows.
Problem definition:(recursive abduction in vector spaces) Given R 2 , find a base relation R 1 such that
We abduce the base relation R 1 from R 2 in two steps. First we solve (9)
for X and obtain X = R 2 (I + R 2 ) −1 . Then we threshold X at some θ and return R 1 abd = X >θ as an abduced base relation such that R 2 ≈ min 1 (R 1 abd + R 1 abd R 2 ).
We conduct an experiment with artificial data to test the above approach. We use directed random graphs D(n,p e ) similarly to the previous experiment. We set n = 10 4 and θ = 10 −4 . Given p e , we generate an n × n random matrix R 1 encoding D(n,p e ) and compute its transitive closure R 2 . Then we abduce R 1 abd such that R 2 ≈ min 1 (R 1 abd + R 1 abd R 2 ) and evaluate the quality of this abduction in terms of ∆ error = the number of different entries between R 2 and min 1 (R 1 abd + R 1 abd R 2 ). For each p e ∈ {10 −3 , 10 −4 , 10 −5 , 10 −6 }, we repeat the above process five times and take the average of |R 2 |, |R 1 |, |R 1 abd |, ∆ error and computation time. The results are listed in Table 2 .
Seeing Table 2 , we know ∆ error = 0, i.e. R 2 = min 1 (R 1 abd + R 1 abd R 2 ) holds exactly for all cases, so we may say our abduction is exact under the setting of this experiment. In particular for p e = 10 −5 , 10 −6 when matrices are sparse, during the experiment for all runs, we observed that R 1 abd = R 1 (hence |R 1 abd | = |R 1 | in the table) and R 1 abd is a transitive reduction of R 1 10 . I.e., in addition to R 3 , the base relation R 1 is also correctly recovered by the linear algebraic abduction for p e = 10 −5 , 10 −6 . This is a bit surprising considering the simplicity of our approach. However when p e increases to 10 −4 , the gap between R 1 abd and R 1 appears and at p e = 10 −3 , abduction apparently fails as |R 1 abd | = |R 2 | strongly suggests we abduced R 2 itself for all runs 11 . The lesson we can draw from this experiment is that the linear algebraic abduction is likely to work well if matrices are sparse even though there is recursion.
We then conduct a similar experiment with real data. We choose five network graphs from the Koblenz Network Collection [Kunegis, 2013] and apply the linear algebraic abduction. For each network R 1 (as n × n adjacency matrix), we compute its transitive closure R 2 and abduce R 1 abd so that R 2 ≈ min 1 (R 1 abd + R 1 abd R 2 ) holds. Table 3 contains the results from the experiment.
We observe that networks vary in size and some networks are large (n > 20, 000) but abduction is done in reasonable time. Also the transitive closure relations R 2 are wellapproximated by the transitive closure of R 1 abd 12 . Furthermore |R 1 abd | < |R 1 | holds for the reactome network, which means R 1 abd gives the same transitive closure but more compactly. We thus remark that the linear algebraic abduction can be a useful tool for approximately finding base relations for transitive closure relations from real data.
Related Work
There are not many papers concerning logical inference in vector spaces. Ceri and Tanca formulated relational equations in relational algebra to compute the least model semantics of Datalog and analyzed bottom-up and top-down execution methods. However relations are not expressed nor manipulated as matrices [Ceri et al., 1989] . Ioannidis and Wong gave an algebraic formalization of recursive Horn programs using the theory of closed semiring. They proved that processing recursive clauses are reduced to solving recursive operator equations [Ioannidis and Wong, 1991] . Lin formulated resolution linear algebraically and studied a linear algebraic treatment of SAT problems [Lin, 2013] . Grefenstette reconstructed quantifier free first-order logic in tensor spaces. Quantification is also considered but nested one is excluded [Grefenstette, 2013] . Sato proposed tensorization of full first-order logic with arbitrary quantification [Sato, 2017b] . Sakama et al. formalized logic programming semantics of various types and their computation using tensors [Sakama et al., 2017] . Sato described a linear algebraic formulation of Datalog and demonstrated that faster computation can be achieved by compiling programs to matrix equations [Sato, 2017a] . However, it considers only deduction, and realizing abduction in matrix computation has been left open.
In the field of knowledge graph, linear algebraic techniques in vector spaces such as low-dimensional embedding to process a huge number of triplets in a knowledge graph have been developed [Bordes et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015; Nickel et al., 2016; Rocktäschel et al., 2015; García-Durán et al., 2016; Trouillon et al., 2016] . Entities are compactly represented as low-dimensional vectors and binary relations are represented either by vectors or by matrices. Their learning from real data has been a central issue while logical inference is attempted to assist extracting new knowledge [Rocktäschel et al., 2015] , 2015] . These works however pay attention primarily to deduction and neither abduction nor relation discovery is treated.
Abduction has been extensively studied in logic programming [Kakas et al., 1992; Eiter et al., 1997; Gottlob et al., 2010] . Compared to the conventional approach, our abduction differs vastly in that first it is computed in vector spaces, second it abduces not formulas but relations in the form of adjacency matrices, and third relations are obtained approximately by solving matrix equations.
These features bring several advantages. Since vector spaces are continuous and so is inference, our abduction, though approximate, is expected to be robust to impreciseness and noise, complementary to exact but brittle symbolic abduction. Also a broad range of linear algebraic operations are available in vector spaces which are difficult or impossible to perform in symbolic approaches. They include inner product, projection, a various types of decomposition and low-dimensional embedding to name a few. Even recursion is implemented using matrix inversion. Furthermore their computation is highly scalable with modern computer technology such as multi-core CPUs.
Conclusion
We proposed an innovative approach, linear algebraic abduction, to abductive inference in Datalog, which approximately abduces relations in the form of adjacency matrices. Our formulation is based on the derivation of a matrix equation from a program. The equation reflects the least model of the program and abduction is performed by solving it w.r.t. an unknown matrix that represents the adjacency matrix for the missing relation to be abduced. The equation is non-recursive or recursive depending on whether the original program is non-recursive or recursive. We empirically showed that the linear algebraic abduction applied to the non-recursive case works well for sparse matrices representing directed random graphs. We also applied it to a knowledge graph and simultaneously discovered rules and new relations, which seems unprecedented.
For the recursive case, we conducted several experiments with the transitive closure relation where base relations are abduced for these relations as adjacency matrices. We observed that our approach can derive base relations which give relations identical to or close to the original relations.
In this paper, we outlined a new form of abduction in vector spaces but there remains a lot to be done. In particular, we need to expand the class of abducible programs to those with non-binary predicates by generalizing matrices to tensors for example based on the theoretical framework laid out by [Sato, 2017b] where a ternary predicated is represented by a 3rd order 0-1 tensor {R i jk }. Also we need to find a way to abduce not just one relation but many alternatives, which might be achieved by seeking multiple solutions when solving a matrix equation.
